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Comprehensive Needs Assessment Template 
 
Phases 
 

I. Establish a Comprehensive Needs Assessment planning team 

II. Develop a vision of excellence 

III. Create a school profile 

IV. Identify focus areas 

V. Collect additional data on focus areas 

VI. Analyze data to determine key findings and root causes 
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 I. Establish a Comprehensive Needs Assessment planning team 
 

CNA Planning Team Members 

Note: Add or subtract rows as needed. 

Name Stakeholder Group(s) Role(s) 

Steve Troyer Building Administration Principal  

Michael Casey Building Administration Assistant Principal  

Emily Worrell Staff Teacher-Kindergarten 

Ann Mangas Staff Teacher-Grade 2 

Jessica Taylor Staff Teacher-Special Education 

Cameron Troyer Staff Teacher - Middle School  

Mary Brower Staff Teacher - Middle School 

Autumn Griepentrog Staff Teacher - Title I / Reading 

Kim McCreary Staff Teacher-K-8 PLTW 

Heather German Family/Community Parent 
 

Note: Use the tables below to name the topics that committees will study to support the CNA 
process as well as the members of these committees, modifying the tables as needed. 

Committee’s Domain of Study: Special Education Student Performance 

Name Stakeholder Group(s) Role(s) 

Steve Troyer School Principal 

Jennifer Phillips District Administration Director of Special Services 

Jessica Taylor School Special Education Teacher 
 

Committee’s Domain of Study: 

Name Stakeholder Group(s) Role(s) 

Steve Troyer School Principal 

Jennifer Phillips District Administration Director of Special Services 

Mindy Coblentz District Administration ELL Coordinator 
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II. Develop a vision of excellence 

 

Vision of Excellence 

Milford School is located in north-central Indiana in a small town rural community. Our school 
serves students in Kindergarten through 8th grade, which allows us the unique opportunity to 
work with our student population for 9 straight years. Our vision for Milford School is to be 
recognized as one of the best schools in the state, where all children learn, grow, and thrive.  
 
We continually strive to create a first rate learning environment where our students can gain 
the knowledge and skills necessary to be successful in any avenue they choose. We want to 
develop children who can solve problems and make decisions based on fact, reason, and 
sound judgement.  We aspire to have students meet grade level academic expectations while 
also growing each year in their social and emotional wellbeing. We want to provide instruction 
and guidance to help our students become contributors, creators, communicators, 
collaborators and critical thinkers. This foundation will allow students leaving Milford School 
and Wawasee Community School Corporation the opportunity to be life-long learners who 
positively impact the communities in which they live. 
  
Teachers at Milford School are constantly focused on our mission and vision.  In an effort to 
formalize our continuous improvement efforts, we are beginning to implement Professional 
Learning Communities (PLC) framework with a date of June 2020 as a target for full 
implementation. We believe that learning about and successfully implementing PLCs will help 
our staff better meet the learning needs of our students.  
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 III. Create a school profile 
 

School Profile 

Milford School is a K-8 school located in Kosciusko County and the town of Milford, Indiana. 
The community is a rural setting with industry and small businesses. The industry of Milford is 
based primarily on manufacturing and agriculture. Milford is home to agricultural equipment 
manufacturer CTB, Inc.; printer/publisher The Papers Incorporated, whose largest publication 
is Auto & RV, which publishes books available for Indiana, Michigan, Illinois, Ohio, Kentucky, 
Wisconsin and Tennessee; Maple Leaf Farms, the largest White Peking duck producer in 
North America; and TruHorizons, which is an agricultural company that provides crop inputs, 
grain handling services and global grain marketing for Farmers.  
 
Milford has a total population of 1566, which consists of 82% White, 1% Black, 1% Asian and 
0% Native American or Native Hawaiian. 4% identify as another race or ethnicity, or two or 
more races. 12% of residents are of Hispanic or Latino origin. The median income is $37,065, 
and the median home value is $102,800. While perhaps not raised and educated in Milford, 
more than 77.3% hold high school diplomas, with 8.3% having graduated from college and 
1.1% completing a post-graduate degree program. There are 700 housing units in Milford. 
Approximately 418 are owner-occupied, and 200 are occupied by renters. There are 8,392 
business establishments in Milford's Kosciusko County with fewer than 10 employees, which 
is a good indicator of entrepreneurship in the community. Another 2,262 business have 
between 10 and 50 employees; 540 have between 50 and 250; and 108 businesses have 
more than 250 employees. Milford's unemployment data shows that there are 733 people 
employed, and the unemployment rate is at 3.6% with 109 currently unemployed.  
 
Milford School is one of three elementary schools within Wawasee Community School 
Corporation. We also have one of the corporation's two middle schools where school choice is 
allowed, so we are unique in that we are a K-8 public school. Enrollment for the 2018-2019 
school year was 537. During the 2018-2019 school year, our enrollment is 79.7% white, 
17.9% Hispanic, 1.9% multi-racial, .37% black, 0% Asian. We do have 5.6% English 
Language Learners as well as 16.4% students who qualify for special education. Our gender 
ratio is 54.1% are male and 45.9% are female. Our free and reduced rate is 47.3%.  

Vision 

Staff members in our schools are highly-qualified in their areas of expertise to help students 
set and achieve high expectations. Milford staff demonstrates professionalism, courtesy, and 
respect in their interactions with students, families, other staff members, and the community 
and seek to involve all stakeholders in educational decisions. Staff communicate effectively 
and often with all stakeholders. Staff members' organization and passion for their profession 
and students create a positive, encouraging environment for both professional development 
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and student success. Staff work with students to utilize, create, and integrate technology so 
that students are engaged and preparing to succeed in a global, digital world.  
 
Families help students understand the importance of education and earning a high school 
diploma. Families encourage their students to read, complete homework, attend school, be 
respectful, be well-rested, and be prepared for school each day. Families recognize staff 
members as a valuable resource and work with them to support academic improvement and 
classroom behavior expectations.  
 
Students display positive attitudes with the help of teachers, families, and other adults, 
thereby taking responsibility for their own education and actions. This responsibility manifests 
itself through good attendance, strong organizational skills, positive interaction with others, 
and attainment of academic goals. Students are self-motivated, actively engaged in 
classroom activities, and committed to life-long learning. Students model good citizenship 
through caring, trustworthiness, and respect for themselves and others.  
 
Graduates of Wawasee Community School Corporation live with integrity and demonstrate 
self-reliance by effectively making responsible decisions, solving problems, and 
communicating both formally and interpersonally. Graduates possess fundamental financial 
literacy skills through real life application and experiences. Graduates demonstrate mastery in 
reading, writing, math, and technology skills, ensuring their college or career readiness.  

Mission Statement 

The mission of Wawasee Community School Corporation is to create an academic, social, and 
physical environment that facilitates growth in each student toward and beyond mastery of state 
and national standards and achievement of personal goals set by the student in cooperation with 
staff and family. Staff, students, and their families commit themselves to utilizing student data and 
available resources to help students reach those goals. Wawasee Community School Corporation 
strives to provide facilities that are inviting and where students are safe. Our schools actively seek 
the input and involvement of the community as a partnership and communicate information with 
stakeholders through a variety of technological and traditional media, including active participation 
on corporation and school committees. Our schools provide technology to enhance learning and 
instruction, and the curricula and related activities to engage students. Our schools also provide a 
variety of extra-curricular activities in academic, artistic, social and athletic areas of interest. 

Core Beliefs or Core Values 

Milford School’s values are emphasized in the 5 C’s: The ideal Wawasee Community School 
Corporation graduate is a: 

● Collaborator 
● Communicator 
● Creator 
● Critical Thinker 
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● Contributor 

Student Demographics 

Detailed demographic data for Milford School can be found here.  

Staff Demographics 

The staff at Milford School is diverse in experience, yet nearly completely homogeneous in 
race and ethnicity. 100% of certified staff are white, as are 87.7% of support and classified 
staff. Specific data regarding staff demographics may be found here. (Please note that the 
staff demographics tab is the sixth tab in this spreadsheet.) 

Student Behavior 

The staff at Milford School is committed to providing a safe and secure learning environment 
by focusing on the best ways to meet the needs of each student. Students and their 
parent/guardian are fully aware of the school district policies, school’s procedures, and 
expectations. The parent/guardian of each student has access to the school’s handbook at 
the beginning of the year. This can be found on the school’s website. Within the handbook, 
specific behavioral guidelines and disciplinary procedures are clearly described. At the 
beginning of the school year and throughout the year, school personnel are trained in 
classroom management strategies, designed to prevent and effectively respond to student 
misconduct. Specific procedures for professional staff are outlined in the Staff Handbook, 
which is updated and annually distributed to all staff at the beginning of the school year. 
 
Classroom teachers and the school counselor work closely to provide ongoing guidance 
lessons that incorporate corresponding health curriculum objectives. Topics, such as resisting 
drugs and violence, personal goal setting, and physical wellness are addressed with students. 
 
All doors of the school are locked and admittance to the school requires recognition by school 
personnel. The SRO routinely checks on areas of entry throughout the day. There is only one 
access point for visitors during the school day, the main entrance. Upon entry to Milford 
School, visitors are required to sign in using the Raptor Management System. Once this 
process has been completed, the visitor wears a name tag while moving throughout the 
building. School and corporation personnel wear identification tags while in the building. 
 
(Specific data regarding student behavior may be found here.)  

Student Academic Outcomes 

The foundation for our vision to ensure all students embrace learning and their own future is 
to provide high quality learning opportunities that promote academic growth and achievement 
for all. Ultimately, all decision-making is based on our intention that all students learn at high 
levels. This vision provides continuous guidance as we analyze student academic data and 
student outcome objectives.  
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During the previous year, student outcomes related to the broader school wide performance 
goals related to academic growth and achievement. Goals included: 
 
All students will improve comprehension of and responses to reading across the 
Curriculum. This goal was measurable when saying: 100% of all students will increase 
student growth by improvement on ISTEP growth by one tier area and achieving target growth 
in NWEA in Reading by 05/30/2019 as measured by ISTEP and NWEA expected growth 
scores. 
 
All students will use mathematical skills to think critically and apply knowledge and reason to 
solve problems. This goal was measurable when saying: 100% of all students will increase 
student growth by improvement on ISTEP growth by one tier area and achieving target growth 
in NWEA in Mathematics by 05/30/2019 as measured by ISTEP and NWEA expected growth 
scores. 
 
(Detailed information is available here.)  

Summary of Current School Improvement Strategies 

Our school improvement strategies have taken a bit of a different philosophy for the 
2019-2020 school year. As we examined our processes over the last five or so years, one of 
the things that kept coming up was the need for more people working on more specific items 
of school improvement. This year we made the decision to split our school improvement 
efforts up into two different teams. The first team, called the Instructional Leadership Team, 
will be the driving force in providing leadership and direction for our professional learning 
communities while also supporting and evaluating instructional practices and improvement 
priorities. The other team, called the Organizational Wellness Team, will focus on 
organizational culture and climate issues that are critically important for overall organizational 
health and wellbeing. This change in approach to school improvement will allow each team to 
focus with clarity on specific aspects of school improvement while not at the expense of other 
important components.  
 
We will engage a broad range of stakeholders; including families, educators, community 
partners, and students in the CNA and SIP process. We will examine both quantitative and 
qualitative data to understand the needs of students as well as the potential root causes of 
specific challenges for Milford School. A description of the key findings and outcomes of the 
CNA, including, but not limited to: the data sources used in the CNA process, detailed 
analysis of data from all student subgroups; and a summary of priorities that will be addressed 
in the plan, including priorities that address (1) student achievement in relation to rigorous 
state academic standards and (2) the needs of those children who are failing or are at-risk of 
failing to meet the rigorous state academic standards will be outlined. 
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One of the key priorities and vehicles by which we hope to address improvement at Milford 
School will come through the adoption and implementation of professional learning 
communities as a way of doing our most critical work. PLC's will become the backbone for the 
critical improvement work taking place in our school over the next 3-5 years. The first half of 
the 2019-2020 school year will be spent engaging in rich professional development 
opportunities for staff, while the second half of the year will focus on building / grade level 
implementation with a focus on learning by doing strategies. This is a crucial move for the 
long-term improvement and success of our school. 

Summary of Core Curricula 

Milford School has various forms of curriculum that drive instruction in our courses. At the 
elementary level, Benchmark Literacy is our adopted reading program and Ready Math is our 
adopted math curriculum. The curriculum for other subjects and grade levels is put together 
collaboratively by Wawasee Community School Corporation teachers. At the middle school 
level, core curriculum is based upon locally-developed frameworks and pacing guides that are 
to be used at both middle schools at WCSC. Ready Math is used corporation wide K-8th 
grade which serves as our core math curriculum. 
 
During the 2018-19 school year, Wawasee allocated time dedicated to the creation and 
evaluation of these curriculum frameworks with pacing guides. That work will continue in 2019 
and will be available on our website for stakeholders to see. 

Summary of Formative and Summative Assessments 

Milford School uses a wide variety of formative assessments at each grade level. These 
include, but are not limited to: benchmark assessments, teacher observation of classroom 
activities, teacher discussions with students, exit slips, technology-enhanced activities 
designed to collect data (Kahoot, etc.) and other teacher-created formative assessments 
including tests and quizzes. Summative assessments are used at the end of units of 
instruction. Most of these assessments come from the adopted curriculum used by teachers 
at each grade level, but some are developed collaboratively by grade-level teams.  
 
As we get further into the PLC process, teachers will be collaboratively developing and 
evaluating these assessments in an effort to gather meaningful instructional data to share 
collectively.  
 
We also use NWEA and Ready Math assessments to gather information about student growth 
and achievement. 

Summary of Academic Intervention and Enrichment Programs 

Milford School believes all students can and will learn at high levels.  This includes meeting 
the diverse levels and needs of all students through a comprehensive multi-tiered system of 
support (MTSS).  Tier 1 instruction is differentiated by classroom teachers based on formative 
and summative data.  When students require additional assistance to master content or 
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demonstrate the need for a deeper understanding of content, teachers will collaborate with 
one another and specialized instructional support personnel and make a plan of action. 
Utilizing the PLC process will strengthen our collaboration process at Milford School. The 
need for remedial and enriched instruction is determined by continuously monitoring student 
performance data.  Using criteria set forth by the MTSS plan, Tier 2 and more extensive Tier 3 
supports are provided for students as necessary.  Examples of supports offered at these 
levels include, but are not limited to: high ability clustering, special education services, ELL 
supports, Fundations, Wilson Reading, LLI, and Guided Reading.  

List of Other Programs for Students (Schoolwide or Targeted to Specific Groups of Students) 

Milford School offers a wide variety of after school activities for students to help engage them 
in the school community.  This year we started a one book, one school program designed to 
build a community of readers within our students and families. Every family received a copy of 
The Lemonade War and we worked through a program designed to attract readership and 
build community. We have been pleased with the results. Additionally, we are creating 
opportunities for students to participate in a variety of book clubs after school with our 
teaching staff. 
 
We also offer a full complement of athletic and academic activities for our middle school 6-8th 
grade students, including some that we house at Milford School and others that we provide 
transportation to Wawasee Middle School. At the elementary level, we have a very popular 
running club for boys and girls in grades K-5.  There are also boys and girls basketball teams 
for 4th and 5th graders.  
 
There are numerous clubs including garden club, board game club, and drama club.  Milford 
School also has a robotics team that meets after school and competes in different 
competitions. We continue to partner with the Kosciusko County based organization Gradway 
to encourage and support at-risk students in our middle school. Students meet at least once a 
week to provide specific and targeted academic, social, and emotional support to students 
who need it the most. Additionally, students meet at least once a month to do an outdoor 
activity with the intention of building deeper relationships and support structures between 
school, peers, and the individual. 

Summary of Teacher and Staff Recruitment, Selection, Induction, and Retention Strategies 

Developing and keeping a highly qualified staff is one of the top priorities at Milford School. 
Regarding recruitment, certified applicants have typically wanted to come to Milford School, 
although this has thinned out in recent years. Wawasee Community School Corporation has a 
good track record for attracting and retaining excellent teachers and we want to continue with 
these efforts. For every teaching position, we form an interview team of teachers and other 
staff members to help with the selection process. Candidates must pass a strenuous 
background check and meet our threshold for successful candidacy before being 
recommended to the superintendent for hire.  
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All employees new to our corporation are required to attend a 4 day “New Teacher Training” 
which occurs before the school year starts. During these four days new teachers are given a 
variety of information and training related to district curriculum, instructional expectations, 
technology, employee benefits / management, and required trainings. They also spend a day 
in their new building meeting with the principal and appropriate staff members. In addition to 
this corporation induction program, Milford School also has a new teacher induction group 
(TAP) which meets at least once per month. There is a year-long agenda that we take 
teachers through to help build teacher capacity as well as introduce school-specific protocols 
and procedures. We have found this to be a very important component of onboarding 
teachers at Milford School.  
 
We do not often have teachers voluntarily choose to leave Milford School. We have worked 
hard to establish a culture and climate that teachers and staff want to be a part of.  The 
Wawasee Community School Corporation has made concerted efforts to draw positive 
attention to teachers and the hard work they do. This has helped teachers feel supported and 
appreciated.  Our corporation has done a good job of increasing teacher pay as much as 
fiscal conditions allow.  These increases have made Wawasee teachers some of the highest 
paid teachers in northern Indiana. 

Summary of Teacher and Staff Professional Learning Opportunities 

One of the main vehicles by which professional learning opportunities occur at Milford School 
comes through our delayed start time each Wednesday morning. During this time, the 
principal, along with other building and district leaders, put together a professional 
development plan that addresses current needs for the teaching and building staff. For the 
2019-2020 school year, there are three goals that will serve as the focus for teacher 
professional learning. The first major emphasis corresponds to a district goal centering around 
the adoption of the professional learning community model at Wawasee Community School 
Corporation. We feel this will be a major initiative not only for Milford School, but also for 
WCSC as a whole. A second emphasis for professional development will focus on improving 
reading instruction, specifically with our guided reading program in the elementary grade 
levels. Finally, we will be focusing on student conferring as a third area of professional 
development for our K-8 program.  
 
During the 2018-19 school year our PD focused on getting ready for the new state 
assessment, ILEARN as well as aligning our instructional practices for the building. We talked 
at length about quality instructional practices that were formed around research-based best 
practices identified with a common language. Improving instructional practices continues to be 
an emphasis for Milford School. 
 
An additional focus area for professional learning can be seen in our commitment to 
becoming a trauma informed school.  The principal spent 4 days in Milwaukee Wisconsin at 
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SaintA’s receiving training on trauma and how it impacts students.  During the summer of 
2019, all certified and classified staff members attended a full day of training regarding trauma 
sensitivity.  As this current school year progresses, staff members will receive more training, 
ideas, and strategies related to dealing with and helping students from trauma.  

Summary of Teacher and Staff Coaching and Evaluation Model 

Milford School and Wawasee Community School Corporation uses the McRel teacher 
evaluation system.  All teachers are formally observed at least once per year. Any teacher 
with less than 5 years experience or rated as "Improvement Necessary" or "Ineffective" will be 
formally observed at least twice. Each teacher is observed using a district-approved 
“walk-through” form multiple times each school year. At the beginning of each school year, 
teachers choose a professional development goal that is formally documented in McRel. This 
goal may be individually selected or directed by the school principal. The goal is tracked and 
reported on twice in the year, with a mid-year and end-of-year review conference occurring 
between building leadership and teacher.  
 
Milford School recently lost our instructional coach, but still have a technology coach in the 
building. Both the principal and assistant principal help lead instructional coaching in the 
school. 

Summary of Key Family and Community Engagement Strategies 

Milford School engages stakeholders in a variety of avenues to assist in our overall school 
improvement process. We have one parent from our school that sits on the corporation ACT 
committee with other parents. The ACT committee is the Assessment of Curriculum and 
Teaching and the leadership team for our district accreditation through AdvancED. That 
parent also works with the School Improvement Teams (Instructional Leadership and 
Organizational Wellness) and participates in discussions and decisions. She was chosen by 
the principal. All of the meetings for those two groups are scheduled and shared at the 
beginning of the year. At the intro meeting all members were informed of their roles and 
responsibilities.  
 
Another important parent group is our corporation Title 1 Parent Advisory Committee and our 
school Title 1 Parent Advisory Committee. The corporation committee has parents from all 
three elementary schools that were chosen by the principals from feedback from the teachers. 
Our school parent advisory group is compiled of a group of parents that have children that 
perform well in our school as well as parents of students that are below grade level. We have 
also added a parent from one of our sub groups, ELL. These parents were chosen by the 
principal with feedback from the instructional staff. The responsibilities are shared through the 
meeting orally and in the Title 1 documents. Any parent event we have in K-5, we ask for the 
parents to provide us quick written feedback about the event. That information is shared with 
the Parent Advisory Committee for consideration.  
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Time is added to the Milford PTO agenda for principal comments/updates. We use that time 
to communicate upcoming events and school improvement efforts. An example would be to 
explain what certain assessments mean and why we are using them. It is interesting to hear 
their feedback and their ideas. Their feedback led us to understand that we still needed better 
communication and sharing of data at their level of understanding. They know their roles is to 
provide feedback, but not necessarily make school improvement decisions. Their school 
improvement decisions are more likely to help staff morale and involving students in activities.  
 
Our corporation also uses stakeholders in a survey process. Milford School is a part of the 
survey process. The survey results are reviewed by the School Improvement Team and the 
ACT group. Stakeholders are often invited to be part of improvement panels at the corporation 
and school level.  
  
The final School Improvement Plan is shared with the K-8 instructional staff in a school-wide 
meeting. We also share the main components of the plan with the Title 1 Parent Advisory 
group and the PTO. The principal shares the highlights with the Wawasee Corporation School 
Board of Trustees and well as Central Office administration team. Our entire plan is on our 
corporation website as well as our school website. 

List of Community Partnerships 

Milford School is supported by several community-based educational programs. Milford 
Kiwanis sponsors K-Kids (elementary) and Builders Club (middle school). Milford Public 
Library sponsors programs/authors that come directly to our school. They host a reading 
program for our youth every summer. Harvest With A Heart is a local group that partners with 
us for a community service project. Students at Milford School meet regularly to learn about 
gardening through the Milford School Garden Club. Students have a school garden to practice 
their skills. 4-R Initiative is a local church that provides school supplies and other educational 
needs. Lakeland Youth Center hosts after school activities for homework and intramural 
athletics. Bowen Center offers an after school program that is housed in an at-risk 
neighborhood. Rock Solid is an after school homework/activities held at Wawasee High 
School once a week. Big Brothers/Big Sisters provides mentors. A local women's group 
provides backpacks with school supplies for 5% of our students. Boomerang Backpacks has 
been implemented for students to have snacks over the weekend.  
 
Baker's Youth Club is an after school program for students in Grades K-5, which costs 
parents $30.00 per student a year, to provide homework help and structured activities. IU 
Health-Goshen Hospital Run The Halls has been brought to our school to encourage students 
to be more active. The Mobile Dentist comes to Milford School 1-2 times per year. The K-21 
Foundation and Gradway works with at-risk students preparing them for continuing education 
at the high school in order to increase graduation rates. Lakes Area Autism Network (LAAN) 
is a parent support group that offers workshops and resources to families affected by autism. 
They also offer free childcare for parents to attend. Kosciusko Literacy Services encourages 
reading for pleasure among Milford elementary students. Guest readers visit Milford School, 
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provide each elementary classroom library with at least six books, and read a favorite story to 
the students. They provide other programs to promote literacy throughout the Kosciusko 
County area. Indiana Retired Teacher Foundation uses contributions from members and 
partners to provide grants and financial assistance to active Hoosier teachers and 
scholarships to college students who are seeking careers in education. Milford School 
received a grant that was used toward an outside classroom for our kindergarten and first 
grade students.  
 
Kehoe Kids, our 4th grade classes from 2015-2016, donated several thousand dollars worth 
of books to Riley Hospital. High School Lunch Buddies brings students from Wawasee High 
School to mentor elementary students. Chess Club is held once a week by a parent 
volunteers to increase strategic thinking and problem solving skills. This group provides chess 
opportunities both as a casual activity and a competitive experience. Milford has partnered 
with uLEAD, an organization dedicated to developing servant leaders. Middle school students 
receive training and then mentor elementary students. Cultural opportunities are available to 
our students through colleges and local theaters located in proximity to Milford. Grace College 
in Winona Lake, Goshen College in Goshen, Amish Acres in Nappanee, Wagon Wheel in 
Warsaw, and Honeywell Center in Wabash provide free programs to students in grades 3 and 
4 that increase higher level thinking skills and confidence in students. 
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 IV. Identify focus areas 
 

 

 

Identification of Focus Areas for Additional Data Collection and Analysis by Comparing 
the School’s Vision of Excellence and the School Profile 

Note: Adjust the table as needed. 

Description of the Gaps Identified between the Vision of Excellence and School Profile  

There are some obvious gaps between our vision of excellence and our current reality.  After 
a long and careful study of our student achievement data and school culture, several areas 
were revealed as focus areas for school improvement. 
 
First, the lack of achievement and growth of our special education students was obvious. 
Multiple data points from several years of data revealed areas for growth with this particular 
subgroup. Another revelation related to a specific student subgroup comes in the area of 
English Language Learners academic achievement at Milford School. Observations from the 
committee members made these focus areas an obvious starting point for school 
improvement efforts in 2019-2020. 
 
Some areas that the committee agreed that need addressed to help us be able to improve 
both of these areas are: 

- Implementing the Professional Learning Community (PLC) framework 
- Using instructional strategies that are proven to provide more than one year’s growth 

for students (Hattie) 
- Using formative assessments more consistently 
- Using and responding to formative assessment data to inform instruction 
- Providing lesson clarity to increase success for students 
- Continue to focus on CLASS lifelines and work to find ways to apply the lifelines to 

academics 

Description of Focus Area 1 

Special Education Student Achievement 
 
Multiple assessments reveal a lack of student achievement and growth in our special 
education population at Milford School.  ISTEP+ and ILEARN proficiency scores have shown 
low achievement over a three year period.  Our subgroup achievement scores are low 
compared to other subgroups as well as state averages.  Their scores have also declined 
each of the last two years.  
 
In addition to performance on state assessments, our Special Education students have also 
underperformed on district and locally developed assessments, such as NWEA and Ready 
Math.  

Description of Focus Area 2 

Enlish Language Learner Student Achievement 
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Multiple assessments reveal a lack of student achievement and growth in our English 
language learner population at Milford School.  ISTEP+ and ILEARN proficiency scores have 
shown low achievement over a three year period.  Our subgroup achievement scores are low 
compared to other subgroups as well as state averages.  Their scores have also declined 
each of the last two years.  
 
In addition to performance on state assessments, our English language learner students have 
also underperformed on district and locally developed assessments such as NWEA and 
Ready Math. This underperformance is significant, but not as pronounced as it is on state 
assessments. 
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Other possibilities-math scores, discipline, attendance, community involvement  
 

V. Collect additional data on focus areas 
 
*Several data sources were previously considered when completing CNA phase 4 (e.g. 
classroom observations & teacher surveys).  However, as part of completing CNA phase 5 
additional data was collected by conducting teacher and student focus groups.  
 

Additional Data Sources Collected 

Note: Adjust the table as needed, adding or subtracting rows based on the number of focus 
areas identified during the previous phase of the CNA process and the specific stakeholder 
groups that feedback was collected from. 

Additional Data Collected for Focus Area 1 

Description of additional data collected for Focus Area 1: 
- ISTEP growth and achievement data 
- ILEARN achievement data 
- NWEA data 
- IREAD data 
- Fontus and Pinnell data (for grades K-2) 

Provide links to the additional data and/or key takeaways from data collected for this focus 
area: 
 
Takeaways: 

● Data reveals large percentages of our special education subgroup below proficiency in 
both ELA and Math on the ILEARN assessment in Spring 2019, particularly at grades 
6-8. 

● Several grade levels showed an increasing gap in special education performance on 
the ISTEP+ assessment between Spring of 2017 and Spring 2018. 

● Special education students average RIT score at Milford School on NWEA were below 
average end of year norms in every grade level in Math and ELA, with some gaps 
getting bigger during the past 3 years. 

● The number of special education students not meeting growth projections on NWEA in 
ELA is trending down, which is a positive. However, in math we are seeing an 
opposite trend (the number of students not meeting growth projections is increasing). 

● Link to specific special education data HERE 
● Link to general Milford School performance data HERE 

 

Additional Data Collected for Focus Area 2 

Description of additional data collected for Focus Area 1: 
- ISTEP growth and achievement data 
- ILEARN achievement data 
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- NWEA data 
- IREAD data 
- Fontus and Pinnell data (for grades K-2) 

 

Provide links to the additional data and/or key takeaways from data collected for this focus 
area: 
 
Takeaways: 

● Data reveals large percentages of our English language learner subgroup below or 
nearing proficiency in both ELA and Math on the ILEARN assessment in Spring 2019. 

● Our 6-8th grade English language learner performance was particularly revealing as 
no students were at or above proficiency in ELA or math.  

● English language learner students average RIT score at Milford School on NWEA 
have typically been very close to average end of year norms in every grade level in 
Math and ELA, with some grade levels actually above end of year norms in several 
instances. 

● The number of English language learner students not meeting growth projections on 
NWEA in ELA is trending down in most grade levels, which is a positive.  

● Link to specific special education data HERE 
● Link to general Milford School performance data HERE 

 
VI. Analyze data to determine key findings and root causes 

 
Note: The focus areas outlined below should address (1) student achievement in relation to 
rigorous state academic standards and (2) the needs of those children who are failing or are 
at-risk of failing to meet the rigorous state academic standards.  
 

   Data Analysis, Key Findings, and Root Causes 

 

Focus Area 1 

Conclusions from data quality check for Focus Area 1:  
 

● The CNA team feels that the data collected and analyzed (ISTEP/ILEARN 
achievement data, ISTEP growth data, NWEA data, IREAD data, and Fountas and 
Pinnell data) to inform focus area 1 is adequate. 

● Desired additional data sources to take into account for next year 
○ Classroom formative assessment results documented and examined by our 

collaborative teams as part of our Professional Learning Community 

Updated description of Focus Area 1 (based on additional data collected during phase five of 
the CNA process): 
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Description of key findings 
for Focus Area 1 (strength or 
area for growth) 

Summary of supporting data 
for key findings from Focus 
Area 1 

Root causes for key findings 
from Focus Area 1 

- ISTEP data shows 
declining proficiency and 
growth for students in 
special education. 

 
- ILEARN data shows 

declining proficiency for 
students in special 
education. 

 
- We are giving students 

interventions and support 
as described in the IEP. 

 
- IEP service times are 

consistently being met by 
our special education 
and general education 
instructional staff. 

 
- Our staff, particularly our 

classified special 
education 
paraprofessionals needs 
to have more specific 
training regarding 
research-based best 
practices for work with 
special education 
students. 

 
- Our NWEA data shows 

smaller gaps between 
special education and 
general education 
students. 

- Special education 
students are too often 
pulled out of class, leaving 
them without direct 
instruction from the 
classroom teacher. 

 
- Research-based inclusion 

practices aren’t used often 
enough.  

 
- Paraprofessional staff 

need high quality 
professional development 
on special education 
practices.  

 
- Staff are not responding to 

special education 
performance data. 

 
- Formalized PLC process 

is needed to help create 
common formative 
assessments to provide 
data that can be analyzed. 

 
- State test scores are low 

and declining. 
 
- Growth scores are 

declining.  
 
- The special education 

subgroup is 
underperforming.  

Root cause analysis: Click 
HERE 
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   Focus Area 2 

Conclusions from data quality check for Focus Area 2:  
 

● The CNA team feels that the data collected and analyzed (ISTEP/ILEARN 
achievement data, ISTEP growth data, NWEA data, IREAD data, and Fountas and 
Pinnell data) to inform focus area 1 is adequate. 

● Desired additional data sources to take into account for next year 
○ Classroom formative assessment results documented and examined by our 

collaborative teams as part of our Professional Learning Community 
 

Updated description of Focus Area 2 (based on additional data collected during phase five of 
the CNA process): 
 

Description of key findings 
for Focus Area 2 (strength or 
area for growth) 

Summary of supporting data 
for key findings from Focus 
Area 2 

Root causes for key findings 
from Focus Area 2 

- ISTEP data shows 
declining proficiency and 
growth for English 
language learner 
students. 

 
- ILEARN data shows 

declining proficiency for 
English language learner 
students. 

 
- We are giving students 

interventions and support 
as described in the ILP, 
but these supports are 
sometimes occurring 
during core instructional 
blocks. 

 
- ILP service times are 

consistently being met by 
our ELL and general 
education instructional 
staff. 

 

- English language learner 
students are too often 
pulled out of class during 
core instructional blocks. 

 
- Teaching staff hasn’t had 

high quality professional 
development in working 
with English language 
learner students.  

 
- Staff are not responding to 

subgroup performance 
data. 

 
- Formalized PLC process 

is needed to help create 
common formative 
assessments to provide 
data that can be analyzed 
and responded to. 

 
- State test scores are low 

and declining. 
 

Root cause analysis: Click 
HERE 
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- All staff needs to have 
more specific training 
regarding 
research-based best 
practices for work with 
English language 
learning students. 

 
- Our NWEA data shows 

smaller gaps (if any) 
between English 
language learner 
students and general 
education students. 

- Growth scores are 
declining.  

 
- The English language 

learner subgroup is 
underperforming.  
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School Improvement Plan Template 
 
Note: If you are planning to use this School Improvement Plan template to ensure you are 
fulfilling all of the school improvement planning requirements in Indiana Code, but are not 
completing the Comprehensive Needs Assessment (CNA) portion of this template, you must 
complete a School Profile (CNA Phase 3) to ensure all requirements are met.  
 
Phases 
 

I. Form a School Improvement Plan development team 

II. Review focus areas, key findings, and root causes 

III. Describe the school’s core components to identify opportunities to address focus areas 

IV. Select evidence-based interventions that address the school’s focus areas 
 

V. Design a professional development plan 
  
VI. Develop a roadmap to guide implementation of the school improvement plan  
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 I. Form a School Improvement Plan development team 
 

SIP Development Team Members 

Note: Add or subtract rows as needed. 

Name Stakeholder Group(s) Role(s) 

Steve Troyer Building Administration Principal  

Michael Casey Building Administration Assistant Principal  

Emily Worrell Staff Teacher-Kindergarten 

Ann Mangas Staff Teacher-Grade 2 

Jessica Taylor Staff Teacher-Special Education 

Cameron Troyer Staff Teacher - Middle School  

Mary Brower Staff Teacher - Middle School 

Autumn Griepentrog Staff Teacher - Title I / Reading 

Kim McCreary Staff Teacher- K-8 PLTW 

Heather German Family/Community Parent 
 

Note: Use the tables below to name the topics that committees will focus on to support the 
process of developing a SIP as well as the members of these committees, modifying the 
tables as needed. 

Committee’s Focus: Special Education Subgroup Performance 

Name Stakeholder Group(s) Role(s) 

Steve Troyer School Principal 

Jennifer Phillips District Administration Director of Special Services 

Jessica Taylor School Special Education Teacher 
 

Committee’s Focus: English Language Learner Student Performance 

Name Stakeholder Group(s) Role(s) 

Steve Troyer School Principal 

Jennifer Phillips District Administration Director of Special Services 
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Mindy Coblentz School  ELL Paraprofessional 
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 II.    Review focus areas, key findings, and root causes 
 
 

Review of Focus Area 1 

Description of Focus Area 1: Special Education Student Achievement 
 
Multiple assessments reveal a lack of student achievement and growth in our special 
education population at Milford School.  ISTEP+ and ILEARN proficiency scores have shown 
low achievement over a three year period.  Our subgroup achievement scores are low 
compared to other subgroups as well as state averages.  Their scores have also declined 
each of the last two years.  
 
In addition to performance on state assessments, our Special Education students have also 
underperformed on district and locally developed assessments, such as NWEA and Ready 
Math.  
 
(Click here to return to the description of Focus Area 1 from the CNA) 
  

Modified Description of Focus Area 1: 
 
Modification not needed after SIP team review. 
 

Description of key findings for 
Focus Area 1 (strength or area for 
growth) 

Root causes for key findings from Focus Area 1 

(Click here to return to the 
description of key findings for Focus 
Area 1 from the CNA) 
 
 
 
 
 

(Click here to return to the root causes for Focus Area 
1’s key findings from the CNA) 

Modified description of key findings 
for Focus Area 1 based on the SIP 
development team’s discussion 

Modified root causes for key findings based on the SIP 
development team’s discussion 

 
Modification not needed  
 

 
See Root Cause Analysis link above 
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Review of Focus Area 2 

Description of Focus Area 2: English Language Learner Student Achievement 
 
Multiple assessments reveal a lack of student achievement and growth in our English 
language learner population at Milford School.  ISTEP+ and ILEARN proficiency scores have 
shown low achievement over a three year period.  Our subgroup achievement scores are low 
compared to other subgroups as well as state averages.  Their scores have also declined 
each of the last two years.  
 
In addition to performance on state assessments, our English language learner students have 
also underperformed on district and locally developed assessments such as NWEA and 
Ready Math. This underperformance is significant, but not as pronounced as it is on state 
assessments. 
  
(Click here to return to the description of Focus Area 2 from the CNA) 
 

Modified Description of Focus Area 2: 
 
Modification not needed after SIP team review. 
 

Description of key findings for 
Focus Area 2 (strength or area for 
growth) 

Root causes for key findings from Focus Area 2 

(Click here to return to the 
description of key findings for Focus 
Area 2 from the CNA) 

(Click here to return to the root causes for Focus Area 
2’s key findings from the CNA) 
 
 

Modified description of key findings 
for Focus Area 2 based on the SIP 
development team’s discussion 

Modified root causes for key findings based on the SIP 
development team’s discussion 

 
Modification not needed 
 

 
Modification not needed 
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III.    Describe the school’s core components to identify opportunities to address focus 
areas 

 
Note: In the tables below, the SIP development team will describe many of the school’s core 
elements, such as curriculum and assessment. After describing each core element, the SIP 
development team is encouraged to reflect on the extent to which the school’s approach to this 
core element will help it address a key finding or contributing factor from one or more of its focus 
areas. It is possible that a core element may not be applicable to each focus area. In these 
cases, the SIP development team is encouraged to write “not applicable” in the cell, but only 
after careful reflection.  
 

Description of Core Component: Safe Learning Environment 

1. How will the school maintain a safe and disciplined learning environment for students 
and teachers? 

2. How will the school ensure clear expectations are communicated to students? 
3. How will the school create an environment in which there is genuine respect for 

students and a belief in their capability? 
4. How will the school utilize a multi-pronged approach including early intervention and 

positive behavior support to create a safe learning environment? 

Milford School has developed a comprehensive safety plan in conjunction with other schools 
at Wawasee Community School Corporation. This plan outlines emergency responses for our 
building and school corporation, and is reviewed and revised each year by our school safety 
committee and corporation school safety specialists. A copy of our plan is kept with the school 
and corporation offices. Fire, severe weather, and response to active threat drills are 
practiced on a regularly scheduled basis. All staff are trained in CPR and the use of AED 
devices. We are proactive when it comes to school safety. Students and staff are prepared to 
manage school safety responses.  
 
Our building has a safety committee which meets on a regular basis to review current policies 
and procedures as well as investigate and evaluate new trends and ideas in school safety. In 
addition to the safety team, we also have a team to respond in a crisis that is trained by the 
Crisis Prevention Institute (CPI). Members of this team include various grade-level teachers, 
administrators, the school counselor, paraprofessionals, and other important stakeholders that 
could potentially deal with crisis response.  
 
Milford School incorporates PBIS and CLASS to help foster a calm, safe, and supportive 
learning environment.  We have spent a great deal of time and effort developing and 
incorporating our school lifelines into our school culture. In the fall, we had 2 days of on-site, 
personalized training to help our staff develop and support CLASS in our school. This year we 
also trained every staff member in our building and school corporation in concepts 
surrounding trauma sensitive schools. This continues to be a point of emphasis with our staff 
as we look to provide ongoing professional development dedicated to trauma sensitive 
responses.  
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All visitors to Milford School must enter the building through one dedicated entrance. We do a 
quick background check for visitors through the Raptor system, and then determine the nature 
of visit before allowing them access to the building. Milford School also has a full time SRO 
provided by the Milford Police Department. Our SRO is an integral part of the fabric of our 
school, and is actively engaged in his work with our students, staff, and community. Not only 
does he do police and security work in the building, but he also works incredibly hard to build 
sustainable relationships with our students and families.  

Gap Analysis: Safe Learning Environment 

How will the school’s plan for fostering a 
safe learning environment also help the 
school address its focus areas? 

In what ways does the school’s plan for 
fostering a safe learning environment not help 
the school address its focus areas? 

For Focus Area 1: 
A safe learning environment helps to foster 
a healthy school climate and culture, as well 
as ensures students and teachers feel safe 
and can focus on learning. Special 
education students, like all students need to 
feel safe and trust to overcome the learning 
challenges they face. 
 

For Focus Area 1: 
Often times school safety can be a difficult and 
demanding task that takes away resources 
from classroom instruction and learning 
opportunities for students. 

For Focus Area 2: 
A safe learning environment helps to foster 
a healthy school climate and culture, as well 
as ensures students and teachers feel safe 
and can focus on learning. English language 
learner students, like all students need to 
feel safe and trust to overcome the learning 
challenges they face. 
 

For Focus Area 2: 
Often times school safety can be a difficult and 
demanding task that takes away resources 
from classroom instruction and learning 
opportunities for students. 
 

 

Description of Core Component: Curriculum 

1. Provide an overview of the school’s curriculum, including, but not limited to: 
● A description of the school’s curriculum review and adoption process; 
● A description of the school’s curriculum for Tier I instruction as well as a brief 

rationale for using these curricular resources; 
● A description of the school’s curriculum academic interventions as well as a brief 

rationale for using these curricular resources; and 
● A description of the culturally responsive curricular materials, if any, that the school 

is using to ensure all students’ cultural differences are recognized and appreciated. 
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Note: Please ensure there is a copy of the curriculum available for inspection by members of 
the public as required by 511 Indiana Administrative Code 6.2-3. 

Curriculum 
Wawasee Community Schools curriculum is aligned with the Indiana Career and College 
Ready Standards. Curriculum is reviewed and updated on an annual basis as part of 
corporation-wide curriculum committees (i.e Math, Reading, etc.) as well as 3 
corporation-wide teacher work days at the end of each trimester. Guidelines, expectations, 
and resources for curriculum are available to teachers through the curriculum guides that 
have been developed over the last year.  
 
A curriculum alignment project started during SY 2018-2019 has plans to continue in SY 
2019-2020. As part of this alignment project, curriculum maps were developed for each grade 
level and subject area containing essential standards, learning objectives, assessments, 
academic vocabulary, assessment protocols for that standard, and pacing guidance for each 
course / subject. Work was done to align Wawasee Community School Corporation 
curriculum to IDOE frameworks and standard documents. When these documents are 
completed, they will be made available on the WCSC website for stakeholders. 
 
Reading / Language Arts 
Wawasee Community School Corporation has adopted Benchmark Literacy as the main 
reading program at Milford Elementary School. Research-based best practices are woven into 
literacy practices at Milford School through curriculum and instructional design following the 
Reader’s Workshop Framework.  
 
Title I funded programming is provided to Kindergarten through 5th grade, with an emphasis 
on specialized instructional support and intervention. Our Tier 2 time (30 minutes daily) is 
designed to provide focused and individualized intervention, maintenance, and enrichment 
based upon student assessment data. Reading intervention for students who struggle with 
literacy in grades K-5 is provided via small groups based upon assessment data. Intervention 
and enrichment are also provided for 3rd-5th grade students during success time. Curriculum 
used for Tier 2 time includes Fundations Reading, Wilson Reading, Orton Gillingham, Fountas 
and Pinnell Guided Reading and Fountas and Pinnell Leveled Literacy Intervention programs 
(LLI).  
 
Books and parent involvement materials are sent home throughout the year through our Title I 
parent involvement events. Accelerated Reader books are available in elementary classrooms 
with online quizzes for all students 2nd-5th grade. Students are matched with books 
according to individual reading levels and Lexile ranges. 
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Mathematics 
Wawasee Community School Corporation has adopted Ready Math as the main mathematics 
program for our Kindergarten through 8th grade. Teachers have access to iReady Math, 
Reflex Math, and Door 24 to supplement instruction of specific math standards on skills that 
are areas of weakness for students. Milford School continuously assesses supplemental 
resources and appropriate technology to meet the needs of our students in mathematics.  
 
Interventions and enrichment lessons are supported during Tier 2 time in some of our 
classrooms and grade levels based upon NWEA and Ready Math diagnostics.  
 
Other Subject Areas 
Wawasee Community School Corporation teachers meet on an annual basis to establish 
curriculum maps that are aligned to Indiana Career and College Ready standards for Science 
and Social Studies. Teachers are assigned to specific curriculum content area committees 
based upon grade level. It is through these committees that curriculum maps are developed 
and reviewed and curriculum is evaluated and adopted.  

Gap Analysis: Curriculum 

How will the school’s curricular resources 
also help the school address its focus areas? 

In what ways do the school’s curricular 
resources not help the school address its 
focus areas? 

For Focus Area 1: 
Curricular resources provide a foundation 
and framework for tiered supports and 
interventions. 
 
 

For Focus Area 1: 
Prior to this school year, a process for 
gathering and using data to inform instruction 
has not been implemented with fidelity.  

For Focus Area 2: 
Curricular resources provide a foundation 
and framework for tiered supports and 
interventions. 
 

For Focus Area 2: 
Curricular resources specifically aligned to 
English language learner students are not 
available in our current curricular 
programming 

 

Description of Core Component: Assessment 

1. Provide an overview of the assessments that will be used in the school in addition to 
the statewide testing system, including, but not limited to: 

● A description of the school’s interim assessments, including the frequency with which 
they will be administered; 

● A brief rationale for using these interim assessments; 
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● A description of how teachers and staff will be provided ongoing professional 
development to support their use of student data from these interim assessments to 
inform instruction; 

● A description of the school’s expectations for daily and/or weekly formative 
assessments (e.g., exit tickets); and 

● A description of how teachers and staff will be provided ongoing professional 
development to support their use of daily and/or weekly formative assessments to 
inform instruction.  

District Wide Assessments:  
 
ILEARN assessments measure the academic performance of students in Language Arts, 
Mathematics, and Science/Social Studies. In addition to individual student data, ILEARN and 
previously administered ISTEP+ student results are used as primary performance indicators 
for continuous school improvement. 
 
ISTAR is an individual student assessment administered by staff members who work directly 
with eligible special education students.  
 
NWEA are K – 12 interim assessments that measure growth, project proficiency on 
high-stakes tests, and inform how educators differentiate instruction, evaluate programs, and 
structure curriculum. Computer adaptive MAP assessments reveal precisely which academic 
skills and concepts the student has acquired and what they’re ready to learn. Students in 
Grades K are tested twice each year, while students in grades 1-5 are tested three times 
each year. Students in grades K-5 are assessed in Reading and Math only. 
 
IREAD 3 Indiana Reading Evaluation Determination Assessment is a criterion-based 
assessment that was developed to determine if students have achieved the foundational 
reading skills needed to progress to 4th grade. This test is required for all students in grade 3. 
 
Fountas and Pinnell Benchmark Assessment is used in grades K-2 to monitor student 
progress in the areas of fluency, phonics, and phonemic awareness. The Fountas and Pinnell 
Reading Assessment is given twice a year.  
 
iReady Math Diagnostic is completed in students K-8 three times each year to determine 
student progress/levels in math.  
 
Dsylexia Universal Screeners are completed for all students in grades K-2 once each year.  
 
WIDA ACCESS ANNUAL ASSESSMENT is conducted for all English language learner 
students Level 1-4 once per year. 
 
High Ability CogAT Testing for Kindergarten & Grade 2 - assess those students that meet 
the qualifying score based on their NWEA results.  
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Data from these assessments is reviewed by staff members on a regular basis. The data is 
analyzed to identify students for intervention groups by breaking the data into specific skills. 
Data is also used to help students become active participants in their own learning through 
goal setting that is shared in student led conferences in grades 4 through 8. 
 
Wawasee Community School District employs a data coordinator who works with teachers to 
utilize student data to impact instruction, as well as to assist in compiling the necessary data. 
Wawasee Community Schools uses the Curriculum Loft Program to store curriculum from all 
areas. This program allows teachers to share resources and ideas to align and monitor 
instruction.  
 
Wawasee Community Schools are in the beginning stages of creating Professional Learning 
Communities (PLCs) in the 5 schools. These communities establish the foundation in which 
staff will work together to develop formative assessments, interventions and instruction. 
Professional development is also provided during at various times throughout the year during 
the weekly SMART starts (late start) collaboration times. 

Gap Analysis: Assessment 

How will the school’s assessment plan also 
help the school address its focus areas? 

In what ways does the school’s assessment 
plan not help the school address its focus 
areas? 

For Focus Area 1: 
State and local assessments provide yearly 
and routine data that can be used to inform 
instruction through our developing 
Professional Learning Community.  
 

For Focus Area 1: 
Formative assessments and the resulting 
data are limited and inadequate in our 
building-wide assessment program. This 
results in not having enough data to respond 
to the specific needs of our special education 
student population. 

For Focus Area 2: 
State and local assessments provide yearly 
and routine data that can be used to inform 
instruction through our developing 
Professional Learning Community. 
 
 

For Focus Area 2: 
Formative assessments and the resulting 
data are limited and inadequate in our 
building-wide assessment program. This 
results in not having enough data to respond 
to the specific needs of our English language 
learner student population. 

 

Description of Core Component: Instruction 

1. What strategies will teachers and staff use to promote authentic versus compliant 
student engagement? 

2. How will teachers and staff bridge cultural differences through effective 
communication? 
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3. What strategies will teachers and staff use to provide all students with opportunities to 
learn at all Depth of Knowledge levels? 

4. What strategies will teachers and staff use to monitor and adjust instruction during 
individual lessons? 

5. What strategies and systems will the school put in place to ensure teachers vary their 
instructional strategies? 

6. How will teachers and staff vary their instructional strategies to accommodate diverse 
learning styles and language proficiency? 

Teachers plan and use instructional strategies that require student collaboration, 
self-reflection and development of critical thinking skills. Teachers personalize instructional 
strategies and interventions to address individual learning needs of students when necessary. 
Our staff uses instructional strategies that require students to apply knowledge and skills, 
integrate them with other disciplines, and use technology as an instructional resource and 
learning tool.  
 
Milford School strives to create an environment which supports and encourages 
inquisitiveness, self-discovery, and one which is safe for all students and staff to take risks. 
Emphasis is placed on relationships to allow all students, regardless of ability, ethnicity, or 
background to feel supported and able to take risks.  
 
During the past year, a great deal of professional development time has been spent on 
studying a common language to talk about high quality instructional practices. A commitment 
to engaging in fundamental practices related to instruction has been an emphasis for the staff 
at Milford School. These include being exceptionally precise with teacher clarity through 
lesson frames. Teachers are expected to post their I can / We will statements to keep 
students informed about where their learning is heading and what they will be expected to 
know at the end of lessons and units of instruction. Our fundamental aspects of quality 
instruction are documented during classroom walkthroughs to inform administrators what is 
being worked on at the time, as well as providing an accountability measure for the 
research-based strategies that have proven to be effective instruction practices.  
 
At the elementary level, we have had a concerted effort to improve reading instruction through 
an emphasis on Guided Reading. An action research project was conducted during the SY 
2018-2019 at 3rd grade to evaluate the effectiveness of Guided Reading. After examining 
some excellent data coming out of our project, a set of guidelines and a model of instruction 
was developed and extended to our 4th and 5th grades for the current SY. We are excited 
about the growth we are seeing and expecting from our reading initiatives at Milford School 
and look forward to that being a foundation of instructional practices in the coming years. 
 
Technology is used in a multitude of ways at Milford School. SeeSaw allows students in 
grades K-3 to share their learning with teachers in many ways, i.e.  by recording themselves 
reading, recording themselves taking a “word walk”, taking a picture of their hands-on math 
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activity.  Google Classroom is used in grades 4-8 to encourage classroom discussion within a 
document, communicate with teachers more efficiently and improve feedback regarding 
assignments. Teachers are asked to use the SAMR framework to assess and evaluate the 
technology that is being used in their classroom to ensure that it is reaching all Depth of 
Knowledge levels. Technology also helps teachers to provide a quick assessment of student 
understanding through activities such as Kahoot and Quizlet, in addition to exit tickets and 
other informal assessments.  
 
Our Professional Learning Community work is an important part in ensuring that instructional 
strategies are varied to meet the diverse learning styles, language proficiencies and 
backgrounds of our students. The development of common assessments and data analysis 
will be key to identifying the needs when re-teaching is needed. Teachers are working in their 
collaborative teams to identify core standards, develop common assessments and evaluate / 
respond to student data.  

Gap Analysis: Instruction 

How will the school’s plan for instruction also 
help the school address its focus areas? 

In what ways does the school’s plan for 
instruction not help the school address its 
focus areas? 

For Focus Area 1: 
A focus on high quality instructional practices 
benefits all students at Milford School. 
Targeted professional development on 
improving instruction will benefit our special 
education population. 
 

For Focus Area 1: 
We are still in a development stage of 
aligning instruction to our final destination. 
Some instructional practices are not being 
implemented and/or measured with fidelity. 
 

For Focus Area 2: 
A focus on high quality instructional practices 
benefits all students at Milford School. 
Targeted professional development on 
improving instruction will benefit our English 
language learner population. 
 

For Focus Area 2: 
We are still in a development stage of 
aligning instruction to our final destination. 
Some instructional practices are not being 
implemented and/or measured with fidelity. 
 

 

Description of Core Component: Cultural Competency 

1. Provide an overview of the school’s cultural competency strategies, including, but not 
limited to: 

● A description of the school’s methods for improving the cultural competency of the 
school’s teachers, administrators, staff, parents, and students; 

● A description of how teachers and staff will learn about students’ cultures; 
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● A description of how teachers and staff will utilize resources in the students’ 
communities; 

● A description of the school’s methods for increasing educational opportunities and 
educational performance for each student subgroup; and 

● A description of the areas in which additional professional development is necessary 
to increase cultural competency in the school’s educational environment.  

Milford School is a CLASS (Connecting Learning Assures Successful Students) school and all 
staff are working hard to ensure that ALL students and their families feel welcomed here. We 
have gone through several training and professional development sessions, both on site and 
off, to ensure the ideals of the CLASS program are being implemented well at Milford School.  
 
Inquisitiveness, self-discovery, and risk taking are only present when students and staff feel 
safe and supported. Relationships allow all students, regardless of ability, ethnicity, or 
background to feel supported and more able to take risks. Milford School strives to build 
strong relationships between staff, students, families and community members.  
 
We encourage inquiry based learning programs in which students are able to explore their 
own interests, take risks, make mistakes and find success in multiple ways. These can be 
found through our Project Lead the Way program and our Project Based Learning activities / 
units that are developed locally by grade level teams.  
 
Resources are available to all staff members regarding English Language Learners, Students 
in poverty, students from trauma, as well as other subgroups. Insight and information on how 
to reach out to and support these various subgroups are vital to providing support for student 
learning, parent engagement, and increased student achievement.  
 
This past year, Wawasee Community School Corporation received a large grant focused on a 
comprehensive counseling initiative. Through those funds, we have been able to focus on 
becoming a trauma informed school district and train every member of our instructional and 
non-instructional staff in trauma sensitivity. We also hired a Student Success Advocate to 
provide support for students, families, and staff in the areas mentioned above. Additionally, 
partnerships with outside agencies and organizations will continue to serve as valuable 
resources to bridge the gaps.  
 

Gap Analysis: Cultural Competency 

How will the school’s cultural competency 
plan also help the school address its focus 
areas? 

In what ways does the school’s cultural 
competency plan not help the school address 
its focus areas? 

For Focus Area 1: 
Our trauma sensitive schools project will be 

For Focus Area 1: 
Some teachers in our building / district 
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important in working with all students as we 
seek academic, social, and emotional 
wellbeing. Additionally, the comprehensive 
nature of our approach to the whole child 
will hopefully help academic goals and 
objectives.  

mistakenly believe that teaching in a culturally 
competent manner is taking attention away 
from an emphasis on standards based 
instruction.  

For Focus Area 2: 
Our trauma sensitive schools project will be 
important in working with all students as we 
seek academic, social, and emotional 
wellbeing. Additionally, the comprehensive 
nature of our approach to the whole child 
will hopefully help academic goals and 
objectives. 

For Focus Area 2: 
Some teachers in our building / district 
mistakenly believe that teaching in a culturally 
competent manner is taking attention away 
from an emphasis on standards based 
instruction.  

 

Description of Core Component: Family Engagement 

1. How will the school work to maximize the engagement of family members in the 
school, including to improve student academic outcomes? 

2. What strategies will the school use to increase family and community engagement, 
including family literacy programs? 

3. What strategies will the school use to understand parents’ hopes, concerns, and 
suggestions? 

4. How will the school keep parents apprised of services offered by the school? 
5. How will the school ensure its staff have the cross-cultural skills necessary for 

successful collaboration with family members? 

Note: When describing the school’s parent and family engagement policy, please be sure to 
include a school-parent compact outlining shared responsibility for high student academic 
achievement, per 511 Indiana Administrative Code 6.2-3. 

Milford School offers parents a variety of school events.  Back to School Night is an event for 
all families to attend the night before school begins, and is always one of our most popular 
outreach events. Parents are informed of classroom expectations, routines, and procedures 
and given an opportunity to meet teachers and explore the school. This is also one of our 
annual Title I meetings offerings, with the other occuring during a morning slot each fall. 
During this meeting, parents are informed of Title I services provided by the school.  
 
This school year we have revamped our Title I events to be more family outreach oriented, 
with special outreach events occurring three different times throughout the year. These events 
will focus on education and support for our families as they work with the different programs 
Milford School has to offer. We feel strongly that these events will help improve relationships 
between school and family. Other events include Muffins with Mom and Donuts with Dad.  At 
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all our Title I events, students are given a free book(s) to take home to help build their home 
libraries.  Parents attending these events are showing their children that they value education 
and school activities.  
 
Each parent is given a Literacy Guide at the beginning of the school year, which is provided 
by the Indiana Department of Education.  It is specific to the grade level the student is in and 
includes strategies for parents to use at home with their child.  It also includes skills to expect 
in that grade level and additional resources for parents to use as needed.  
 
Milford School works hard to offer events at a variety of times.  Our school has events, before, 
during, and after school to maximize family involvement and engagement.  Communication for 
these events are provided in various forms including fliers, websites, texts, newsletters, and 
social media. 
 
Parents of special education students are encouraged to attend annual case conferences. 
Additionally, Milford School does have an English language learner paraprofessional who 
helps bridge the gap with language barriers.  Our ELL paraprofessional receives training 
throughout the year and helps to support Milford students and staff when necessary. We offer 
an English language learner parent night in October each year to encourage communication 
and positive relationships with our ELL families.  
 
Information is sent to parents to encourage the use of Skyward to keep involved in their 
students’ schoolwork. Parents have the ability to monitor homework, assignments, and 
grades. Teachers enter grades and upcoming assignments and assessments digitally to 
communicate with families. The corporation is also moving to a new program called Parent 
Square to help bring together all communication to and from families into one centralized 
communication hub. We will be doing training on this new program and rolling it out during the 
SY 2019-2020.  
 
Parents are encouraged to join our Parent Teacher Organization (PTO). The PTO sponsors 
several events throughout the year, including our biggest school fundraiser, the Warrior Walk 
walkathon. The PTO supports the school’s fundraising projects and other school related 
activities through their annual meetings and work with our school community.  
 
Parent conferences are conducted twice a year in October and January, with individual 
conferences held throughout the year as requested by either the teachers or the parents. Our 
4th-8th grade students use student-led conferences to help guide discussions with parents 
during these parent meetings.  
 

Gap Analysis: Family Engagement 

How will the school’s family engagement 
plan also help the school address its focus 
areas? 

In what ways does the school’s family 
engagement plan not help the school address 
its focus areas? 
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For Focus Area 1: 
Our family engagement plan encourages 
parents to be active participants in their 
child’s educational experience. We offer 
ample opportunities for involvement, 
particularly with subgroup populations. 
 

For Focus Area 1: 
There are many opportunities for parents, but 
often parents that we hope to engage in the 
educational process to engage. We need to be 
more proactive and strategic about getting 
them involved. 

For Focus Area 2: 
Our family engagement plan encourages 
parents to be active participants in their 
child’s educational experience. We offer 
ample opportunities for involvement, 
particularly with subgroup populations. 
 

For Focus Area 2: 
There are many opportunities for parents, but 
often parents that we hope to engage in the 
educational process to engage. We need to be 
more proactive and strategic about getting 
them involved. 

 

Description of Core Component: Technology  

1. How will the school coordinate its technology initiatives, in service of improving student 
academic outcomes? 

Milford School has been one-to-one for four years now.  We have a computer tech in the 
building three days a week to help support both student and staff technology needs.  We have 
a fleet of “loaner” devices so that if students forget their device or if it is broken, students still 
have access to a device to use in the classroom during the school day. Wawasee Community 
School Corporation has invested in a bank of WiFi hot spots that we are able to send home 
with students who don’t have internet connectivity in their homes. Students are able to check 
these devices out on an as-needed basis. We also pay a teacher a stipend to serve as a 
technology coach for our staff.  The band width at Wawasee Community School Corporation 
has been increased to appropriately handle the number of devices we have accessing the 
internet at one time. 
 
Students use Google classroom and SeeSaw daily.  They create google docs, share and edit 
them, and comment on each other’s work.  Students have access to iReady math and other 
online resources to support core curriculum and provide opportunities for guided practice on 
level. Teachers also utilize Readworks, Readtheory,  Newslea, and Razzkids to help students 
with reading skills.  MobyMax and Read Naturally are also purchased programs that students 
who are in the RtI process typically use. 
 
The technology department and the principal have some available funds to purchase other 
programs as needed.  The Milford PTO also gives financial support to help teachers purchase 
other programs on an as needed/requested basis.  The superintendent at Wawasee 
Community Schools has made technology a priority.  Within reason, anything that is needed 
and anything that is researched based to help kids grow and achieve would be considered for 
our school.  
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Gap Analysis: Technology 

How will the school’s technology plan also 
help the school address its focus areas? 

In what ways does the school’s technology 
plan not help the school address its focus 
areas? 

For Focus Area 1: 
-Technology increases the opportunities to 
vary classroom instruction and student 
engagement.  
-Technology offers opportunities to tier 
supports and remediation. 
 
 

For Focus Area 1: 
The plan does not address supports for 
teachers who are not proficient at using and 
teaching with technology.  

For Focus Area 2: 
Technology offers opportunities to tier 
supports and remediation. 

For Focus Area 2: 
The plan does not address supports for 
teachers who are not proficient at using and 
teaching with technology.  
 

 
 

Description of Core Component: Transition to Elementary School (for elementary schools 
only) 

Note: For more information about Indiana’s graduation pathways, please review this memo 
from the Indiana State Board of Education. 
 

1. How will the school assist preschool students with the transition to elementary school? 

Milford School has a close relationship with the few preschools that send students to us.  Our 
Kindergarten teachers have met with preschool leaders in the past to discuss what skills 
preschools need to improve on to be more prepared for Kindergarten.  

We have a yearly Kindergarten round-up night which allows parents to bring students to our 
school and begin to make a connection to Milford School. Students take part in an informal 
assessment that helps us create class lists and balance student learning needs between 
sections. Students and parents also meet each kindergarten teacher, tour classrooms, and 
tour the school. The principal and/or Assistant Principal meet every student and talk with 
them. 

Finally, Milford School has a Back to School Night. This is held the night before the first day of 
school. Incoming Kindergarten students are able to meet their teachers, find their classroom 
and ask any questions they have about the first day of school. We have almost 100% 
attendance of this event by incoming Kindergarten students and their families. 
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Gap Analysis: Transition to Elementary School 

How will the school’s transition to 
elementary school supports also help the 
school address its focus areas? 

In what ways does the school’s transition to 
elementary school supports not help the school 
address its focus areas? 

For Focus Area 1: 
Our transition plans help students to feel at 
home and comfortable at Milford School. 
Parents have a chance to tell teachers and 
school leaders about challenges their 
students may face 

For Focus Area 1: 
Our transition plan could be more purposeful in 
collecting student data, especially related to 
learning challenges the students face. If they 
aren’t in preschool, we oftentimes don’t know 
anything about them before the come in to 
Milford School. 

For Focus Area 2: 
Our transition plans help students to feel at 
home and comfortable at Milford School. 
Parents have a chance to tell teachers and 
school leaders about challenges their 
students may face 

For Focus Area 2: 
Our transition plan could be more purposeful in 
collecting student data, especially related to 
learning challenges the students face. If they 
aren’t in preschool, we oftentimes don’t know 
anything about them before they come in to 
Milford School. 
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IV.     Select evidence-based interventions that address the school’s focus areas  
 

Evidence-Based Interventions for Focus Area 1 

Summarize the strategies from the core components in SIP Phase 3 that address this focus 
area: 
 
Curriculum: our curriculum provides for tiered intervention as well as grade level appropriate 
content and skills. 
 
Assessment: we have unit assessments and summative assessments that give us quality 
data to help inform some classroom instruction.  We need more common formative 
assessments to help inform instruction in the short term, which will come through our 
continued development of professional learning communities at Milford School. 
 
Instruction: Staff have had specific training on high quality instructional strategies that will 
continue to be an emphasis in our building. Staff consistently use various instructional 
strategies, but we may need to branch out from what we are currently doing to provide higher 
quality instruction to our students, especially for our special education population. 
 
Technology: can give teachers the opportunity to push students to deliver higher depth of 
knowledge responses. Technology offers opportunities to tier supports and remediation while 
teachers are working with other students on vital skills. 
 

Describe the key findings and root causes, if any, for this focus area that are not sufficiently 
addressed by these strategies from the core components: 
 
Milford School is not using formative assessments consistently enough to inform short 
instruction on standards being taught.  We are in the beginning stages of building Milford 
School into a professional learning community, which our committee firmly believes will help 
us in various ways. One of the main ways this journey will help Milford School is the 
development of common formative assessments that are given consistently throughout the 
school year. 
 

Describe the evidence-based intervention(s) that the school has identified to address the key 
findings and root causes for this focus area that are not sufficiently addressed by strategies 
from the core components: 
 
 

Evidence Based Intervention→Professional Learning Communities  
 
Milford School is in the process of becoming a Professional Learning Community. We feel 
strongly that this will help to significantly address the key findings and root causes for our 
special education performance. Significant amounts of professional development and time will 
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be dedicated to teachers for their work in establishing high functioning collaborative teams 
aimed at improving instruction and student learning. We intend to clearly identify essential 
standards and learning targets, develop common formative assessments to evaluate progress 
toward those targets, and then develop strategies to address what to do when students have 
and haven’t met our intended outcomes. Our PLC work can be summarized by the following: 
 
We are establishing working norms for our collaborative teams. 
 
We will then identify priority standards. 
 
We will then clarify each standard with learning targets (I Can / We Will statements). 
 
We will then develop common formative assessments that will be given within units of 
instruction.  
 
Students will be grouped based on how they do on the common formative assessment and 
receive instruction tailored to their level with the goal of having them master the content/skill. 
 
Strategies will be developed for working with students when they have or haven’t learned 
what we intended for them to learn, including our RTI / MTSS process to work with students. 
 
http://www.evidencebasedteaching.org.au/hatties-2017-updated-list/ 
 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12k92M7UOoFbbFUyT7eY_hFUDhZe4wjYC/view?usp=sharing 
 
http://www.allthingsplc.info/files/uploads/the_key_to_improved_teaching_and_learning.pdf 
 
DuFour, R. (2009). Professional Learning Communities: The Key to Improved Teaching and 
Learning. The AdvancED Source. 
 
DuFour, DuFour, & Eaker. (2008). Finding Common Ground in Educational Reform: A Sample 
of Advocates for Professional Learning Communities.  
 
 

 

Evidence-Based Interventions for Focus Area 2 

Summarize the strategies from the core components in SIP Phase 3 that address this focus 
area: 
 
Curriculum: our curriculum provides for tiered intervention as well as grade level appropriate 
content and skills. 
 
Assessment: we have unit assessments and summative assessments that give us quality 
data to help inform some classroom instruction.  We need more common formative 
assessments to help inform instruction in the short term, which will come through our 
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continued development of professional learning communities at Milford School. 
 
Instruction: Staff have had specific training on high quality instructional strategies that will 
continue to be an emphasis in our building. Staff consistently use various instructional 
strategies, but we may need to branch out from what we are currently doing to provide higher 
quality instruction to our students, especially for our special education population. 
 
Technology: can give teachers the opportunity to push students to deliver higher depth of 
knowledge responses. Technology offers opportunities to tier supports and remediation while 
teachers are working with other students on vital skills. 
 

Describe the key findings and root causes, if any, for this focus area that are not sufficiently 
addressed by these strategies from the core components: 
 
Milford School is not using formative assessments consistently enough to inform short 
instruction on standards being taught.  We are in the beginning stages of building Milford 
School into a professional learning community, which our committee firmly believes will help 
us in various ways. One of the main ways this journey will help Milford School is the 
development of common formative assessments that are given consistently throughout the 
school year. 
 

Describe the evidence-based intervention(s) that the school has identified to address the key 
findings and root causes for this focus area that are not sufficiently addressed by strategies 
from the core components: 
 

Evidence Based Intervention→Professional Learning Communities 
 

Milford School is in the process of becoming a Professional Learning Community. We feel 
strongly that this will help to significantly address the key findings and root causes for our 
English language learner student performance. Significant amounts of professional 
development and time will be dedicated to teachers for their work in establishing high 
functioning collaborative teams aimed at improving instruction and student learning. We 
intend to clearly identify essential standards and learning targets, develop common formative 
assessments to evaluate progress toward those targets, and then develop strategies to 
address what to do when students have and haven’t met our intended outcomes. Our PLC 
work can be summarized by the following: 
 
We are establishing working norms for our collaborative teams. 
 
We will then identify priority standards. 
 
We will then clarify each standard with learning targets (I Can / We Will statements). 
 
We will then develop common formative assessments that will be given within units of 
instruction.  
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Students will be grouped based on how they do on the common formative assessment and 
receive instruction tailored to their level with the goal of having them master the content/skill. 
 
Strategies will be developed for working with students when they have or haven’t learned 
what we intended for them to learn, including our RTI / MTSS process to work with students. 
 
http://www.evidencebasedteaching.org.au/hatties-2017-updated-list/ 
 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12k92M7UOoFbbFUyT7eY_hFUDhZe4wjYC/view?usp=sharing 
 
http://www.allthingsplc.info/files/uploads/the_key_to_improved_teaching_and_learning.pdf 
 
DuFour, R. (2009). Professional Learning Communities: The Key to Improved Teaching and 
Learning. The AdvancED Source. 
 
DuFour, DuFour, & Eaker. (2008). Finding Common Ground in Educational Reform: A Sample 
of Advocates for Professional Learning Communities.  
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V.      Design a professional development plan  
 
Note: Indiana Administrative Code requires that each school provide an assurance through the 
signature of an exclusive representative of the LEA that the professional development program 
complies with the State Board’s core principles for professional development. (511 IAC 6.2-3) 
 
Milford School SIP Phase 5 can be found HERE. (See Tab 1)   
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 VI.      Develop a roadmap to guide implementation of the school improvement plan  
 
 
Milford School SIP Phase 6 can be found HERE. (See Tab 1)  
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